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Give more power to the European Parliament,
says Habermas, the philosopher fighting for
Europe

  Aug  1  2012 

In the midst of the current crisis that is threatening to derail the historical project of
European unification, Jürgen Habermas has been one of the most perceptive critics
of the ineffectual and evasive responses to the global financial crisis. In this book, his
central argument is that the European project must realize its democratic potential by
evolving from an international into a cosmopolitan community. Natacha Postel-Vinay
finds that although readers will appreciate the philosopher’s thoughts on such a
topical issue, they might find the journey a bit rough.  

The Crisis of  the European Union: A Response. Jürgen
Habermas. Polity. April 2012.

Perhaps because of  its t it le, but  also because of  its author, Jürgen
Habermas – a world famous philosopher and weekly columnist  in
Die Zeit  – The Crisis of the European Union will at t ract  many a
reader interested in topical issues. The unfolding Euro crisis which
started a few years ago has raised many quest ions about the
viability of  the Euro-zone, the wisdom of decisions taken in
Brussels, and the decision-making process itself . Many of  these
quest ions have remained unanswered, part ly because, as
Habermas himself  claims in this book, the media are relat ively poor
at  informing the public and generat ing useful debates around them.
Many readers will thus relish the perspect ive of  reading a book
dissect ing and deciphering current events for them. They might end
up disappointed, however.

The book is in fact  made up of  one main 100-page pamphlet  on the state of  the European Union
and four other short  essays by Habermas on the euro crisis or – not sure how it  got  in there –
‘The concept of  Human Dignity and the Realist ic Utopia of  Human Rights.’ Even the reader
equipped with some background in polit ical philosophy will probably struggle to understand the aim
of the main pamphlet . But the reader is likely to understand somewhere around the beginning that
the author is emphasising an absence of  contradict ion between sovereignty at  state and EU
levels, somewhere in the middle that the EU has a democrat ic def icit  in its decision-making
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levels, somewhere in the middle that the EU has a democrat ic def icit  in its decision-making
process, and somewhere towards the end that this def icit  can only be compensated by giving
equal power to the European Council and the European Parliament.

To understand these few main points, the reader will have to go through an obstacle course that
might not leave them unscathed. First , a discourse on the need for a world cosmopolitan
democracy, à la Kant, necessary because of  the ever larger amount of  t ransnat ional exchanges
(where the nature of  these exchanges, whether cultural or f inancial, does not seem to matter to
Habermas). Second, an ef fort  to remove the “mental block” that  popular sovereignty depends
conceptually on state sovereignty, using the (quest ionable) argument that the former can remain
within each country while state or “external” sovereignty can shif t  f rom state level to the level of  a
group of  countries. Third, an at tempt to argue that the unanimity required at  the EU level
represents a democrat ic def icit  that  can be counterbalanced by more power given to the EU
Parliament.

In all three cases the argument suf fers f rom lack of  clarity. Habermas’s prose is convoluted and
repet it ive, making his arguments dif f icult  to understand. His tendency to put many words in italics
does not help. It  is only towards the end that the relat ively concrete solut ion of  giving more power
to the EU Parliament is put forward. But overall he consistent ly avoids tackling the more pressing
concrete issues that any reader mindful of  current events might have in mind. Such issues include,
f irst  and foremost, the kind of  decisions that should be taken at  EU level as opposed to state
level, but  also the ways in which the EU Parliament could be given more power and make people
feel represented.

The main point  of  this pamphlet , however (and of  the book as whole), is indeed that there is at  the
moment a democrat ic def icit  and that there should be ways to avoid what Habermas calls “post-
democrat ic execut ive federalism.” While this point  could be put across in a much simpler way, an
eminent philosopher’s f ight  for a more democrat ic society gives cause for hope. Even here
however, Habermas seems to assume that if  EU cit izens were better represented at  the EU level
they would agree to decisions being taken at  EU level. Some might consider this assumption
naïve, and it  would be interest ing to see this quest ion tackled in the pamphlet . Overall then,
readers will appreciate the philosopher’s part isan involvement with such a topical issue, but might
f ind the journey a bit  rough.
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